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Please contact your SHI Account Executive today to get started.

The SHI Data Culture and Governance Assessment for Power BI introduces the features 
and functionality of Microsoft Power BI to turn raw data into actionable insights.
Data governance is a critical part of driving security and compliance within an organization.  However, without 
guidance, it burdens creators as they try to develop data-driven solutions to accelerate results.  During our  
6–8-week assessment, our Power BI experts will evaluate your current data and reporting environment to help 
you plan your journey with Power BI.

We will:
• Help you set goals/targets for your data and people
• Perform a needs assessment per functional area
• Evaluate existing data policies and identify potential blockers
• Assess the data literacy of your organization
• Demonstrate how Power BI can create a data-driven culture with business intelligence
• Provide a template for data governance pre-filled with best practices and guidance

Benefits:
• Make informed, confident business decisions
• Craft your governance to meet the goals of your organization
• Elevate your reporting with actionable insights
• Build a strategy around your data sources for efficient and 

reliable reporting
• Better understand the business capabilities of Power BI
• Modernize reporting and automation inside of Power BI
• Determine true readiness of content creators and consumers

Data Culture & Governance                  
Assessment Deliverables:
• Pre-filled Data Culture and Governance Template based on 

envisioning sessions
• Pre-filled Data Source Catalog template
• Data Literacy Assessment Report
• Recommendations for your Data Governance and Center of 

Excellence teams

Why work with SHI?
SHI’s highly skilled consultants will ensure your organization accelerates the value of the Power Platform in 
your digital transformation journey. Our industry-recognized Microsoft Service Delivery team has a proven track 
record of executing enterprise-class assessments, deployments and migrations for the world’s most complex 
environments – providing exceptional value and experience.
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